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Startup  
In a Box™

 

After supporting fast-growing companies for 20 years, Ignition has identified the security 
and technology infrastructure that scaling-up businesses need.  

100% Cloud-based, flat-rated, and month-to-month, simply choose your a la carte 
set of I.T. Dishes. Come back later for seconds. 

What on your firm’s technology plate? 
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Endpoint Security

Cloud Security

Cloud Backup When (not if) disaster strikes, you can rest assured you won’t lose any data if it’s all backed up 
offsite. Seamless, automatic, secure, in the background, whenever your machines are online.

Fleet Encryption
After a military-grade lockdown of your computers, nobody except the authorized user will be 
able to even boot a machine. Except, of course, your I.T. administrators, using the decryption 
keys we’ll securely escrow for a rainy day.

Managed Antivirus From a centralized console, our team will make sure your machines have the latest virus 
protection, using anti-malware shields that provide near-perfect detection rates.

Mobile Device 
Management

It’s no longer just about computers. Whether you’re deploying company-owned smartphones 
and tablets, or letting your employees bring their own, you’ve got options for ensuring those 
devices are kept standardized and compliant with company security policies, so nobody walks 
with your data. Lost a device? Remote wipe to the rescue!

Patch Management
Ensure your computer fleet is kept updated with the latest operating system and application 
patches. Our team will evaluate and approve critical updates weekly. Worried about 
interruptions? Your employees will be able to delay non-critical updates until convenient times.

Removable Device Control
Removable media like USB and optical drives can carry malware in, and confidential 
information out. Our tools give you control over these vectors: you can allow secure devices 
only, allow only approved devices… or allow none at all. 

Standardized Security 
Configurations

We’ll ensure, via automation, that every computer in your fleet has a standardized security 
configuration, including complex passwords, password-protected screen savers, a standardized 
company administrator account, and more. Almost anything that is configurable can be 
automatically enforced across your entire fleet.

Cloud Files Lockdown

Are you wondering which files in your Google Drive, Dropbox, or other Cloud repositories are 
shared outside your organization?... perhaps even to anybody on the Internet? Oops. Our tools 
will monitor your Cloud file stores, alert you when someone tries to publicize access to a file, 
and prevent users from doing it against company policy. Safe!

Cloud Single-Sign-On
Ditch your last in-house server! On- and offboard employees in seconds by creating one new 
account and letting the Cloud do the rest. Minimize your hackable Cloud footprint to a single, 
secured point. The efficiencies keep mounting!

Content Filtering & 
Reporting

What are your employees actually doing on the Internet all day? Now you can find out, and 
blacklist specific sites or activities on the device level. Does Marketing cry foul because they 
need Facebook? That’s okay — you can whitelist it just for them… and for the CEO, of course.

Vulnerability Scanning
How do you know yesterday’s equipment protects against ever-emerging threats? We’ll silently 
scan your network perimeter monthly, testing whether your company is vulnerable to newly-
discovered exploits, and fixing high-urgency vulnerabilities when discovered.

more
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Email Security

 

Anti-Phishing Filter

Stop phishing emails before they hit your team’s inboxes. We utilize the industry’s most popular, 
most effective phishing detection filters to trash those suckers before anybody realizes they even 
exist. Your team will blink in amazement when they read headlines of other companies falling 
prey!

Anti-Ransomware Shield

Yes, Virginia, you can protect against the blight of ransomware! Our anti-ransomware software 
monitors your computers for suspicious encryptions. When it detects any, it grabs a copy of the 
original file and then stops the encrypting process in its tracks. Now you can rest easy that you 
won’t be another victim in tomorrow’s headlines. 

Data Loss Prevention

Did the COO accidentally send a wire transfer to… Nigeria? Even the most sophisticated users 
forget that sending critical info, like bank accounts, social security, and credit card numbers, via 
email is a no-no. We’ll monitor all your outbound email for this info and more, and stop those 
messages even after they hit Send! 

Quarterly Phishing 
Simulation & Training

The biggest security hole is often human error. We’ll send out monthly phishing simulation 
emails to your teams, disguised as regular messages. Employees who fall for it will be enrolled 
in one of 20 training modules. We’ll provide metrics on who took the bait and the training, so 
you can identify who on your team needs security education and support.

Secure Email

You lose control of your emails as soon as you hit send… until now. Our secure messaging 
platform routes messages through a secure Cloud gateway that only you and your recipients can 
access. Plus, put a custom link on your website and even perfect strangers can send you 
encrypted email! Get back control of your email.

Threat Sandboxing

This one’s really cool: Don't rely on your users to identify malicious attachments and URLs. 
Instead, let a robot do it! Our system will open unknown attachments and URLs in a suite of 
virtual OS environments and see how they behave. Green-lighted? Forward to user. Bad news? 
Quarantine!

Web Threat Detection
Complement traditional anti-malware protection by leveraging the data of one million Internet 
requests per second through global traffic analysis.  Automagically identify and squash emerging 
malware, phishing, and other attacks within 60 seconds of emergence!

more
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Tech Support and Governance 

 

Compliance-As-a-Service
Don’t fear the boogeyman. We’ll coach you through an annual compliancy audit, at the end of 
which your organization will be certified PCI- and HIPAA-compliant. Join the club of companies 
who have their compliancy act together!

Fleet Health Monitoring
Keep your computers and servers productive and safe, and learn about problems before they 
arise. We’ll monitor fleet details like backup status, malware protection status, hard drive 
capacity, disk errors, logic board and RAM health, battery charge capacity, and more.

Instant Onboarding
Onboarding has never been easier. After first boot, install a small software agent on a new 
computer it will install applications, configure preferences and policies, and make your new 
employee’s first day (and your I.T. department’s life) much smoother!

Inventory Reporting
Finance personnel have never fallen in love with you… until now. Track fleet inventory and 
hardware/software configurations with hundreds of data points. Ease the pain of the annual 
budget process by quickly identifying candidates for a fleet refresh… years in advance!

Network Monitoring

Let’s get geeky for a sec: It’s not just about whether your Internet is up or down. Our 24/7 
monitoring platforms alert on spikes in bandwidth and interface utilization, CPU and memory, 
out-of-band packet errors and loss, VPN downtime, and dozens more. We also grab 
configuration backups every 60 seconds so you can roll back to steady-state if needed.

Standard Operating 
Procedures

Keep your systems organized and secure! We’ll draft and implement procedures for employee 
on- and off-boarding, computer procurement, and equipment disposal. As a separate 
engagement, we’ll draft critical security documents like your Acceptable Use Policy. (This Dish 
only available when combined with Unlimited Remote Support, below.) 

Strategic Alignment

With the chaotic cadence of daily tasks, it’s hard to take time for the big picture. Once per 
quarter or month, we’ll sit down with you for a complete review of both your I.T. health, as well 
as the strategic initiatives you need to move. We’ll create project plans, set deadlines, and 
execute. No more I.T. standstill — we’ll help you keep it moving!

Third-Party App 
Deployment

Keep your configurations standardized by ensuring all the same applications are installed on all 
devices. From a centralized console, we’ll push applications and configurations to all your 
computers (or a subset you specify). Streamline onboarding, and easily update devices already 
deployed in the field.

Unlimited Tech Support

It’s hard to make Help Desk sexy… unless the people answering the phone are hired specifically 
because they have high Emotional I.Q.’s, deep empathy skills, and naturally live by our team’s 
core value to Give a S**t. (Oh yeah, we might be handsome too… videochat?) We’ll be a rock-
solid support resource to your team whether they’re at the office, telecommuting, or playing 
Road Warrior!

more
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Endpoint Security

Cloud Backup

Fleet Encryption

Managed Antivirus

Mobile Device Management

Patch Management

Removable Device Control

Standardized Security Configurations

Email Security

Anti-Phishing Filter

Anti-Ransomware Shield

Data Loss Prevention

Quarterly Phishing Simulation & Training

Secure End-To-End Email

Threat Sandboxing

Web Threat Detection

Cloud Security

Cloud Files Lockdown

Cloud Single-Sign-On

Content Filtering & Reporting

Vulnerability Scanning

Compliance, Governance, Support

Compliance-As-a-Service

Fleet Health Monitoring

Instant Onboarding

Inventory Reporting

Network Monitoring

Standard Operating Procedures

Strategic Alignment

Third-Party App Deployment

Unlimited Remote Support

Unlimited Remote Support 24/7

Term month to month

Monthly Price

Device Onboarding Fee

What’s On Your Menu?


